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Abstract— In this paper we introduce the first stage of exper-
iments on neuro-evolution mechanisms applied to predator/prey
multi-character computer games. Our test-bed is a computer
game where the prey (i.e. player) has to avoid its predators
by escaping through an exit without getting killed. By viewing
the game from the predators’ (i.e. opponents’) perspective, we
attempt off-line to evolve neural-controlled opponents capable of
playing effectively against computer-guided fixed strategy play-
ers. Their efficiency is based on cooperation which emerges from
an abstract type of partial interaction with their environment. In
addition, investigation of behavior generalization demonstrated
the crucial contribution of playing strategies in the development
of successful predator behaviors.

However, emergent well-behaved opponents trained off-line
with fixed strategies do not make the game interesting to play. We
therefore present an evolutionary mechanism for opponents that
keep learning from a player while playing against it (i.e. on-line)
and we demonstrate its efficiency and robustness in increasing
the predators’ performance while altering their behavior as long
as the game is played. Computer game opponents following this
on-line learning approach show high adaptability to changing
player strategies, which provides evidence for the approach’s
effectiveness and interest against human players.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Machine learning in computer games is nowadays still in
its very early stages, where computer games continue to use
simple rule-based finite and fuzzy-state machines for nearly all
their AI needs [1]. Therefore, we still meet new released games
with the same 20-year old concept in brand new graphics
engines. Unfortunately, instead of designing intelligent oppo-
nents to play against, game developers mainly concentrate on
the graphical presentation of the game.

In this paper, we introduce a predator/prey computer game
named ‘Dead End’ for emerging complex and cooperative
behaviors among agents through evolutionary procedures. In
Dead End, the player’s (‘Player’s’) goal is to escape through
an Exit in a square-shaped stage while avoiding being killed by
eight opponent characters named ‘Dogs’. On the other hand,
the Dogsare aiming to kill (by ‘touching’) the Player as soon
as possible. The game is over when either the Player escapes
through the Exit or theDogsmanage to kill the Player. In that
case, the game restarts from the same initial positions for the
Dogs and a randomly chosen position for the Player at the
bottom of the stage. Since there are eightDogs on the game

field, they are designed to be slower than the Player so that
the game is fairer to play. The name Dead End is devised to
demonstrate the situation in which the Player finds itself at
the beginning of each game whereas the game’s fundamental
concepts are inspired from previous work of Yannakakis et
al. [2].

There are some examples, in the predator/prey domain lit-
erature, of researchers attempting to teach a controller to drive
an agent in order to avoid being eaten by predators. Koza [3]
considers the problem of controlling an agent in a dynamic
non-deterministic environment and, therefore, sees the Pac-
Man prey/predator computer game as an interesting multi-
agent environment for applying off-line learning techniques
based on genetic programming. The same application domain
has been used for analyzing size and generality issues in
genetic programming [4].

On the other hand, there are many researchers who use
predator/prey domains in order to obtain efficient emergent
teamwork behavior of either homogeneous or heterogeneous
predators. For example, Luke and Spector [5], among others,
have designed an environment similar to the Dead End game
(i.e. Serengeti world) in order to examine different breeding
strategies and coordination mechanisms for the predators.
Finally, there are examples such as Haynes’ [6] and Miller’s
[7] work in which both the predators’ and the prey’s strategies
are co-evolved in grid-based and continuous environments
respectively.

Similar to Luke and Spector [5], we view Dead End from
the Dogs’ perspective. Our first aim is to emerge effective
complex teamwork behaviors by the use of an off-line train-
ing approach, based on evolutionary computation techniques,
applied to homogeneous neural controlled agents [8].Dogs
have to demonstrate good cooperative strategies in order to kill
the Player and/or to defend the Exit. Such behaviors can be
aggressive, defensive, or a hybrid of the two. Given the specific
game, we believe that 8 predators are enough for cooperative
behaviors to emerge. Furthermore, given the off-line emergent
behaviors, we investigate their generalization against playing
strategies other than the strategy of the Player they have been
trained against.

However, playing a computer game like Dead End against



well-playing opponents of fixed hunting behaviors cannot be
regarded as interesting. We believe that the interest of any
computer game is directly related to the interest generated by
the opponents’ behavior rather than to the graphics or even the
player’s behavior. Thus, when ‘interesting game’ is mentioned
we mainly refer to interesting opponents to play against.

We present a robust on-line neuro-evolution learning mech-
anism capable of increasing and maintaining theDogs’s per-
formance (starting from well performing behaviors trained off-
line), as well as changing theDog’s behaviors — which in-
creases the game’s interest as long as the game is being played.
In our Dead End predator/prey computer game we require
Dogs to keep learning and constantly adapting to the player’s
strategy instead of being uninteresting opponents with fixed
strategies. In addition, we explore learning procedures that
achieve good real-time performance (i.e. low computational
effort while playing).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
a detailed description of the Dead End game as well as its char-
acters’ controllers. In Section III, we discuss the difficulties of
the problem as well as some issues of interest of our approach
for the multi-agent computer games field. The off-line and
on-line machine learning mechanisms used are analytically
described in Section IV and Section V respectively. Results
obtained from this work are presented in Section VI. Finally,
the most important conclusions of the Dead End research are
summarized in Section VII.

II. T HE DEAD END GAME

In this section, we present a detailed description of the Dead
End game and its two main characters,Dogs and the Player.
As previously mentioned, the Dead End game is investigated
from the viewpoint ofDogsand more specifically howDogs’
emergent adaptive behaviors can be effective against skilled
Players as well as contribute to the interest of the game.
Dead End is a two-dimensional, multi-agent, grid-motion,
predator/prey game. The game field (i.e. stage) is a two-
dimensional square world that contains a white rectangular
area named “Exit” (see Fig. 1) at the top. For the experiments
presented in this paper we use the 16 cm× 16 cm stage
presented in Fig. 1, which is divided into grid squares (of
length 0.5 mm).

The characters visualized in the Dead End game (as illus-
trated in Fig. 1) are a dark grey circle of radius 0.75 cm
representing the Player and 8 light grey square (of dimension
1.5 cm) characters representing theDogs.

The relationship between theDogsand the Player is mutu-
ally highly competitive. The aim of a Player is to reach the
Exit, avoiding theDogs. On the other hand, the aims of the
Dogsare to defend the Exit and/or to catch the Player. In Dead
End, if a Player succeeds in arriving at the Exit, this event is
described as awin. Additionally, if a Dog manages to catch
a Player, this event defines akill . If there is neither a Player
win nor a kill for a predetermined large period of time, then
the outcome of the game is awin again. After either a win or
a kill, a new game starts.

Fig. 1. A snapshot of the Dead End game

The Player moves at four thirds theDogs’ maximum speed
and since there are no dead ends, it is impossible for a single
Dog to complete the task of killing it. Since the Player moves
faster than aDog, the only effective way to kill the Player
is for a group of Dogs to hunt cooperatively. It is worth
mentioning that one of theDogs’ properties is permeability.
In other words, two or moreDogscan simultaneously occupy
the same position on the game field.

The simulation procedure of the Dead End game is as
follows. Player andDogsare placed in the game field (initial
positions) so that there is a suitably large distance between
them. Then, the following occur at each simulation step:

1) Both Player andDogs gather information from their
environment and take a movement decision, up, down,
left or right.

2) If the game is over (i.e. Player escapes through the Exit,
Player is killed, or the simulation step is greater than a
predetermined large number), then a new game starts
from the same initial positions for theDogs but from
a different, randomly chosen position, at the bottom of
the stage for the Player.

3) Statistical data, such as the outcome of the game (kill
or win) and the distance betweenDogs and the Player
at each simulation step, are recorded.

A. The Player

The difficulty of the Dead End game is directly affected
by the intelligence of the Player. Its nature is significant
becauseDogs’ emergent behavior is strongly related to their
competitive relationship against it. To develop more diverse
agents’ behaviors, different playing strategies are required.
We therefore chose three fixedDog-avoidance and/or Exit-
achieving strategies for the Player, differing in complexity
and effectiveness. Each strategy is based on decision making
applying a cost or probability approximation to the player’s
four directions.

As previously mentioned, the Player starts a game at a
random position at the bottom of the game field and its aim
is to reach the game’s Exit by avoiding theDogs. The non-
deterministic initial position is devised to provideDogs with
diverse examples of playing behaviors to learn from.



1) Randomly-moving (RM) Player:A Randomly-moving
Player takes a movement decision by selecting a randomly
(i.e. uniformly distributed) picked direction at each simulation
step of the game. After performing a predetermined number of
movement decisions, it then proceeds directly to the Exit. The
total number of such random movements for the experiments
presented here is 500.

2) Exit-achieving (EA) Player:An Exit-achieving Player
moves directly towards the Exit. Its strategy is based on
moving so as to reduce the greatest of its relative distances
from the Exit.

3) Cost-based path planning (CB) Player:A cost-based
path planning Player constitutes the most efficientDog-
avoiding and Exit-achieving strategy of the three different
fixed-strategy types of Player. A discrete Artificial Potential
Field (APF), specially designed for the Dead End game,
controls the CB Player’s motion. The essence of the APF is
that points along the Players’s path to its Exit are considered
to be attractive forces (i.e. low moving cost points), while
obstacles (i.e.Dogs) in the environment are repulsive forces
(i.e. high moving cost points) [9]. The overall APF causes a
net force to act on the Player, which guides it along aDog-
avoidance, Exit-achievement path. For illustration, consider the
CB Player as a small cube that slides down the surface plotted
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. APF of the CB Player; situation of three obstacles —Dogs(N = 3).

This surface is plotted by the CB Player at every simulation
step and represents the functionC(x, y):

C(x, y) = ∆E(x, y) + D(x, y) (1)

∆E(x, y) =
√

(xe − x)2 + (ye − y)2 (2)

D(x, y) =
N∑

n=1

ρ

|xd,n − x|+ |yd,n − y| (3)

where C(x, y) is the cost of the grid square(x, y); N is
the total number ofDogs in the game field; (xe, ye) are the
cartesian coordinates of the Exit’s center; (xd,n, yd,n) are the
current cartesian coordinates of thenth Dog’s center; (xp, yp)
are the current cartesian coordinates of the Player’s center;ρ
is a parameter that defines the height of theDog’s cost ‘hill’

function presented in (3) — for the experiments presented in
this paperρ = 1000 (note that the CB Player can ‘see’ all the
Dogs while a Dog can ‘see’ only its nearest neighbor — see
Section II-B.1).

A CB Player, at each simulation step, calculates the moving
cost (see (1)) of each grid square in a circle of radius 2 cm,
centered at its current position. Then, the CB player moves
2 cm to the grid square of minimal cost on the perimeter of
the circle by following the grid-based trajectory of minimal
average cost. While, in theory, APFs may be prone to local
minima, in practice, in the dynamic Dead End game, the
probability for such cases to occur is significantly low and,
therefore, can be ignored.

Any motion strategy that guides a Player to arrive quickly
at the Exit, avoiding anyDogs and keeping to the straightest
and fastest possible trajectory, is definitely a “good” strategy
in terms of the Dead End game. Hence, the CB Player presents
a “good” behavior in our computer game and furthermore a
reference case to compare to human playing behavior.

B. Neural Controlled Dogs

Neural networks are a suitable host for emergent adaptive
behaviors in complex multi-agent environments [10]. A feed-
forward neural controller is employed to manage theDogs’
motion and is described in this subsection.

1) Input: Using their sensors,Dogsinspect the environment
from their own point of view and decide their next action.
Each Dog receives input information from its environment
expressed in the neural network’s input array of dimension
6. The input array consists of the relative distances from (a)
the Player in x (∆x,P = xd − xp) and y (∆y,P = yd − yp)
axis, (b) the closestDog in x (∆x,C = xd − xc) and y
(∆y,C = yd−yc) axis and (c) the Exit in x (∆x,E = xd−xe)
and y (∆y,E = yd− ye) axis; where (xd, yd), (xp, yp), (xe,ye)
and (xc,yc) are the cartesian coordinates of the currentDog’s,
the Player’s, the Exit’s and the closestDog’s current position
respectively.Dog’s input includes information for only one
neighborDog as this constitutes the minimal information for
emerging teamwork cooperative behaviors.

All input values are linearly normalized into [-1, 1] via
∆i,J/Li where i ∈ {x, y}, J ∈ {P, C,E} and Lx, Ly are
the width and height of the stage respectively.

2) Architecture: As previously mentioned, a multi-layered
fully connected feedforward neural network has been used
for the experiments presented here (as shown in Fig. 3).
The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function is employed at each
neuron.

3) Output: The neural network’s output is a two-
dimensional vector[o1, o2] with respective values from -1 to
1. This vector represents theDog’s chosen motion and is
converted into cartesian coordinates according to (4) and (5).

xk+1
d =

{
xk

d, if |o1| ≥ |o2| (4a)

xk
d + o2s, if |o1| < |o2| (4b)



Fig. 3. Multi-layered fully connected feedforward neural network controller

yk+1
d =

{
yk

d + o1s, if |o1| ≥ |o2| (5a)

yk
d , if |o1| < |o2| (5b)

where (xk
d, yk

d) are the cartesian coordinates of theDog’s
center at simulation stepk; s is the Dog’s maximum speed
— in the experiments presented heres = 1.5 cm/simulation
step (this being the 3/4 of the Player’s speed).

C. Fixed strategy Dogs

Apart from the neural controlledDogs, an additional fixed
non-evolving strategy has been tested for controlling theDogs’
motion. Dogsof this strategy are called ‘Followers’ and they
are designed to follow the Player constantly by moving at
half the Player’s speed (i.e. 1.0 cm/simulation step). Their
strategy is based on moving so as to reduce the greatest of
their relative distances (∆x,P , ∆y,P ) from the Player. This
strategy is used as a baseline behavior for comparison with
any emergent neural controller behavior.

III. D IFFICULTY OF THE PROBLEM

Dead End is a hard environment for an agent to achieve be-
haviors of high performance because of the following distinct
features:

• It is a fully dynamic multi-agent environment, in which
eachDog moves continuously in the game field while
interacting with seven otherDogsand the Player.

• No agent has full information:Dogscan ‘see’ the Player
and at mostz (z is 1 in this paper) otherDogs while
advanced Players can see all theDogs’ positions but not
their future movements.

• Communication between theDogs is limited to each
being able to ‘see’ the position ofz nearest neighbor
Dogs— cooperative action must be built on this implicit
and partial communication.

• A Dog’s input is discontinuous because its nearest neigh-
bor(s) alter; hence the values of the relative coordinates
(∆x,C , ∆y,C) also change, in a discontinuous fashion.

The basic concept and features of Dead End make it inter-
esting to the multi-agent computer games field. Its key features
are that cooperative behavior amongst theDogs is necessary
and is supported only by implicit partial communication and
the on-line real-time learning mechanism that we propose
allows theDogsconstantly to adapt their collective strategies

as they interact with the Player, contributing to the interest of
the game.

IV. OFF-LINE LEARNING

As previously stressed, our primary aim is to generate
emergent interactiveDog behaviors worth playing against. We
therefore use an off-line evolutionary learning approach in
order to produce some ‘good’ (i.e. in terms of performance)
initial behaviors for the on-line learning mechanism.

The neural networks that determine the behavior of theDogs
are themselves evolved. In the algorithm presented here, the
evolving process is limited to the connection weights of the
neural network.

The evolutionary procedure is as follows. EachDog has
a genome that encodes the connection weights of its neural
network. A population of 40 (we keep this number low because
of the computational cost) neural networks (Dogs) is initialized
randomly with initial uniformly distributed random connection
weights that lie within [-5, 5]. Then, at each generation:

Step 1: Every Dog in the population is cloned 8 times.
These 8 clones are placed in the Dead End game
field and play the game against a selected Player
type for an evaluation periodT (e.g. 125 simulation
steps). The outcome of this game is to ascertain the
total number of wins (W ) and kills (K).

Step 2: EachDog is evaluated via (6)

f = αK − βW (6)

whereK andW are the total numbers of kills and
wins respectively;α is the reward rate of a kill;
β is the penalty rate of a win. By using (6), we
promoteDogs(their N clones) that are able to kill
the Player as many times as possible as well as to
defend the Exit successfully during an evaluation
period. We expect that by adjustingα andβ, Dogs
of different behaviors will be emerged.

Step 3: A pure elitism selection method is used where only
the 20% best fit solutions determine the members
of the intermediate population and, therefore, are
able to breed.

Step 4: Each parent clones an equal number of offspring
in order to replace the non-picked solutions from
elitism. Alternatively, uniform and Montana and
Davis [11] crossover operators have been used at
this step but proved unsuccessful. The explanation
is the disruptive feature of crossover operators
when dealing with distributed knowledge represen-
tation (e.g. neural networks). That is, crossover
among parts of different successful neural net-
works is very likely to lead into unsuccessful
offspring [8]. Results obtained from experiments
with crossover operators are not presented in this
paper.

Step 5: Mutation occurs in each gene (connection weight)
of each offspring’s genome with a small probability



pm (e.g. 0.01). A uniform random distribution is
used again to define the mutated value of the
connection weight.

The algorithm is terminated when a predetermined number
of generationsg is achieved (e.g.g = 300) and the best-fit
Dog’s connection weights are saved.

Dogs play for a small period (i.e.T = 125 simulation
steps) when evaluated by the off-line learning mechanism.
This evaluation procedure constitutes an approximation of
the examinedDog’s overall performance in larger evaluation
periods and keeps the computational cost low.

V. ON-LINE LEARNING

This learning approach is based on the idea ofDogs that
learn while they are playing against the Player. In other words,
Dogs that are reactive to any player’s behavior and learn
from his strategy instead of being predictable and, therefore,
uninteresting characters for game-playing.

Beginning from any initial off-line trained (OLT) group of
homogeneousDogs, the on-line learning mechanism attempts
to transform them into a group of heterogeneousDogsof high
performance that are interesting to play against. The interest is
produced from potential behavior alterations during the game.
The on-line learning procedure is as follows. An OLTDog
is cloned 8 times and its clones are placed in the Dead End
game field to play against a selected Player type. Then, at each
generation:

Fig. 4. The on-line learning mechanism

Step 1: EachDog is evaluated everyT simulation steps via
(7), while the game is played;T is 25 simulation
steps in this paper.

f ′ =
1

1 +
∑T

k=1(|xk
d − xk

p|+ |yk
d − yk

p |)
(7)

where(xk
p, yk

p) are the cartesian coordinates of the
Player’s center at simulation stepk. By using (7),
we individually promote eachDog that attempts to
stay as close as possible to the Player during an
evaluation period.

Step 2: If the average fitness of the population is greater
than a fixed threshold value then, go to Step 1 else,
continue.

Step 3: A pure elitism selection method is used where only
the fittest solution is able to breed. The best-fit
parent clones an offspring that replaces the worst-
fit member of the population. This offspring takes
the worst-fit member’s position in the game field.

Step 4: Mutation occurs in each gene (connection weight)
exactly as in the off-line learning algorithm pre-
sented in Section IV.

The algorithm is terminated when a predetermined number
of generationsg is achieved (e.g.g = 5000) and all 8Dogs’
connection weights are saved. Fig. 4 illustrates the main steps
of the on-line learning algorithm.

We mainly use small simulation periods (i.e.T = 25) to
evaluateDogs in on-line learning. The aim of this high fre-
quency of evaluations is to accelerate the on-line evolutionary
process. However, the evaluation function (7) constitutes an
approximation of the examinedDog’s overall performance for
large simulation periods. Keeping the right balance between
computational effort and performance approximation is one of
the key features of this approach. We, therefore, use minimal
evaluation periods capable of achieving good estimation of the
Dogs’ performance.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results obtained
from the Dead End computer game. In subsection VI-A,
we introduce a method for measuring the performance of
any emergentDogs’ behavior. In subsection VI-B, behaviors
obtained from the off-line learning mechanism are analyzed
and their generalization capability is investigated. Finally, in
subsection VI-C the overall effect of the on-line learning
mechanism, as well as the robustness and adaptability it
demonstrates, are described.

A. Performance Measurement

We introduce an efficient method for testing and comparing
different learning attempts’ ability to emerge successful con-
trollers. We record the total number of both killsK and wins
W of the examined team ofDogs, against a specific Player,
by placing these agents in Dead End and letting them play the
game for12.5 · 103 simulation steps, since we believe it is a
long enough period for testing a playing-behavior of a team
of Dogs in an efficient way. This evaluation is called atrial .
We, then, calculate the following performance value:

P = 100
K

K + W
(8)

where P is the performance value;K and W are the total
number of kills and wins in a game of12.5 · 103 simulation
steps respectively. This performance measurement quantifies
the Player-killing (K) percentage over the total number of
games played (K + W ).

B. Off-line learning experiments

The experiment presented in this subsection is focused on
producing well-behavedDogs in terms of the performance



measure described in Section VI-A. We trainDogsagainst all
three fixed-strategy types of Player through the off-line learn-
ing mechanism presented in Section IV. In this experiment
we selectα = β = 1 in fitness function (6) — providing
equal opportunities for promoting both Player-hunting and
Exit-defensive behaviors. The off-line learning experiment is
described as follows.

• Apply the off-line learning mechanism by playing against
each type of Player separately. Since the off-line learning
initialization phase picks random numbers for the initial
connection weights’ values, it constitutes an important
factor for any learning attempt. Therefore, we repeat the
learning attempt (run) 30 times — we believe that this
number is adequate to illustrate a clear picture of the
emergent behavior — with different initial conditions.

• For each run we pick the best (in terms of the op-
timization function used) team of homogeneousDogs.
Each team ofDogs trained against a specific type of
Player is evaluated by playing against the same Player
type (following the procedure described in Section VI-A).
Their performance measurement is given by the average
of the performance valuesE{P} obtained over the 30
different trials.

• Evaluate non-evolving randomly generated (i.e. un-
trained) as well as Player-followerDogs (i.e. Followers)
against every Player type by following the procedure
presented in Section VI-A (run 30 different trials and
calculate their average performance). The outcome of this
experiment is presented in Table I.

Experiment Parameters:

• Controller: 2 hidden layer feedforward neural network;
5 and 4 neurons in the first and second hidden layer
respectively.

• Learning mechanism: population size 40; number of gen-
erationsg = 300; evaluation periodT = 125 simulation
steps; mutation probabilitypm = 0.01.

TABLE I

THE EFFECT OF OFF-LINE TRAINING ON THE DOGS’ AVERAGE

PERFORMANCE(E{P}) AND SAMPLE VARIANCE (s2) OVER 30 LEARNING

ATTEMPTS

Untrained Followers OLT

Player E{P} s2 E{P} s2 E{P} s2

RM 75.58 163.98 98.54 0.13 97.80 0.41

EA 62.46 214.58 78.94 0.65 88.12 0.59

CB 17.76 288.03 71.51 5.70 94.60 1.38

As can be seen from Table I, there is a significantly large
performance improvement of the OLTDogs in comparison
to the untrained or even the FollowerDogs against all three
types of Player. However, in the case where Dogs are trained
against the RM Player, the off-line learning mechanism fails
to produceDogs more effective than the Followers. This is
likely because the more random the Player’s strategy becomes,

the more effective the Following strategy is against the neural-
controlled trainedDogs. A Player that takes random movement
decisions becomes quite unpredictable for neural controlled
Dogsand furthermore, hard to learn to kill. This is not the case
for Followers whose performance suggests that the problem
becomes fairly easy when a RM Player plays the game and
therefore, there is no need for a machine learning application
for such playing strategies. In other words, the more advanced
and effective the Player’s strategy becomes (up to the most
complex human playing), the harder the problem and more
efficient the proposed off-line learning approach.

By supplying equal opportunities for the emergence of
Player-hunting as well as Exit-defensive behaviors (i.e.α =
β = 1 in (6)) we come across various types of OLTDogs’
game-playing strategies. The most typical emergent behaviors
are pure Exit-defensive or pure Player-hunting behaviors but
hybrids also occur frequently. The off-line learning mecha-
nism, in the majority of cases, producesDogs that defend
the Exit and/or hunt the Player in a cooperative fashion. As
stressed before, opponents in this game have to learn to co-
operate in order to be successful (achieve a high performance
value) against any playing strategy.

1) Behavior generalization:In this subsection we present
an experiment to elucidate how aDog trained off-line against
a Player type behaves in a game against a different Player
type. This experiment gives an indication of theDogs’ ability
to generalize against different Player strategies as well as to
adapt to a new environment. The experiment is as follows.
• Use the 30 teams of OLT Dogs against each Player type

presented in the experiment of Section VI-B.
• Evaluate each one of these teams of OLTDogs against

all three types of Player by following the procedure
described in Section VI-A. Table II presents the outcome
of this experiment.

TABLE II

PERFORMANCEGENERALIZATION OF DOGSTRAINED OFF-LINE

Playing against

RM EA CB

E{P} s2 E{P} s2 E{P} s2

OLT/RM 97.80 0.41 88.06 0.54 56.09 16.21

OLT/EA 91.98 8.27 88.12 0.59 50.43 12.24

OLT/CB 91.78 14.31 74.12 0.71 94.60 1.38

Mean 93.85 15.20 83.46 45.45 67.04 395.06

According to Table II, in most cases, OLTDogs against a
specific Player seem to get lower average performance values
when rivaling a Player other than the Player they have been
off-line trained against. This is the case in OLTDogsagainst
the RM Player (appear as OLT/RM in Table II) which produce
bad generalizations against the other two playing strategies.
OLT Dogs against the EA Player manage to perform well
when playing against the RM player (i.e.E{P} = 91.98);
however, they perform poorly (i.e.E{P} = 50.43) when
playing against the CB player.



On the other hand,Dogs trained off-line against CB Play-
ers showed good overall performance against all types of
Players. Even though OLT/CBDogs don’t achieve high av-
erage performance value when playing against the EA (i.e.
E{P} = 74.12) they achieve the highest mean of the average
performance values against all players (i.e. the mean of the
E{P} values on each row of Table II). Therefore, among the
three fixed-strategy Players, the CB Player provides the best
off-line training for the opponent agents. This suggests that
when Dogs learn from more complex and effective types of
Players, they tend to generalize better.

Finally, results obtained from off-line learning experiments
demonstrate the difference in effectiveness of the fixed playing
strategies used. It is obvious that the RM Player (mean
performance over all off-line training attempts equals to 93.85;
presented in the bottom row of Table II) is the least effective
and ‘easiest to kill’ player, whereas, the EA (83.46) is harder
to kill and the CB (67.04) proves to be the most effective
playing strategy of all three.

C. On-line learning experiments

The off-line learning procedure is a mechanism that attempts
to produce near-optimal solutions to the problem of killing
the Player and defending the Exit. These solutions will be the
on-line learning mechanisms’ initial points in the search for
different Dogs’ behaviors capable of achieving even higher
performance values. The on-line learning experiment is de-
scribed as follows.

• Apply the on-line learning mechanism (described in Sec-
tion V) to all teams of OLTDogs(Section VI-B) playing
against each type of Player separately.

• Evaluate each on-line learning attempt against each
Player type by following the procedure presented in Sec-
tion VI-A. The outcome of this experiment is presented
in Table III.

Experiment Parameters:

• Controller: 2 hidden layer feedforward neural network;
5 and 4 neurons in the first and second hidden layer
respectively.

• Learning mechanism: number of generationsg = 5000;
evaluation periodT = 25 simulation steps; mutation
probability pm = 0.01.

TABLE III

THE PERFORMANCE EFFECT OF ON-LINE LEARNING ON DOGS TRAINED

OFF-LINE

On-line learning against

RM EA CB

E{P} s2 E{P} s2 E{P} s2

OLT/RM 97.78 0.28 87.36 0.63 53.61 1.12

OLT/EA 96.93 0.33 98.40 0.15 80.31 2.93

OLT/CB 96.67 0.22 76.55 1.48 95.40 2.10

Mean 97.12 0.49 87.43 83.01 76.44 300.72

As can be seen from Table II and Table III, in nearby all
cases, there is a big increase of theDogs’ average performance
values as well as a noticeable decrease in their sample variance
when on-line learning is applied to OLTDogsfor every Player
type they are playing against. This suggests that the evolu-
tionary approach proposed demonstrates a behavior of high
robustness which furthermore manages to generate opponents’
behaviors of much higher performance values.

The on-line learning mechanism tends to be a highly
disruptive procedure (via the mutation operation) for high-
performance group behaviors towards individual rewards. Such
disruptive mutations can cause undesired drops in the perfor-
mance of a team ofDogs. However, experiments show that
Dogstrained by individual rewards (while playing) manage to
maintain and even increase their group performance.

It is worth mentioning that these high group performances
are maintained under continuously changing (on-line)Dog
behaviors. In order to measure alterations in theDogs’ behav-
ior during on-line learning, the following experiment is used.
Pick the best, in terms of performance, team of OLTDogs
against each Player. Apply the on-line learning mechanism
and calculate the average distance theDogsmove towards the
Player in each generation. The cumulative value of these dis-
tance measures provides an effective illustration of theDog’s
behavior during on-line learning (average distance values, over
the generations, are not appropriate for presentation because
of being noisy). That is, the steeper the curve is, the more
aggressive (i.e. Player-hunting) theDogs’ behavior.

The total number ofDog behavior evaluation experiments
is 9 (i.e. three types of OLTDogsplaying against three types
of Players — see Table III). The mechanism demonstrated a
similar behavior for all 9 differentDog-Player combinations
but, due to space considerations, we present only three of them
(see Figure 5).
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Fig. 5. On-line learning effect into theDog’s behavior; Initial behavior: best
OLT Dogsagainst EA Player.

As seen from Fig. 5, the on-line learning mechanism alters
the behavior of OLTDogsagainst the EA Player. After 500 on-
line learning generations, there is an increase of approximately
507, 17 and 367 percent in the cumulative average distance the
Dogsmove towards the Player when playing against RM, EA
and CB respectively. Results obtained show thatDogsbecome
more aggressive — this behavioral change occurs very fast



(i.e. from the first 50 generations) — regardless of their initial
behavior or the Player they are playing against. Furthermore,
Dogs manage to find different ways to hunt the Player as
well as defend the Exit, while their overall performance is
maintained or even increased.

To test the on-line mechanism’s ability to adapt to a chang-
ing environment (i.e. changing player strategy), the following
experiment is used. Beginning from an initial behavior trained
off-line we apply the on-line learning mechanism against a
specific Player type. During the on-line process we change
the type of Player every 50 generations and calculate the
average distance theDogs move towards the Player in each
generation. The sequence of the Player types is constant and
predetermined. The process stops after 500 generations.
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Fig. 6. Continuously changing Player type every 50 generations — in the
sequence RM-EA-CB.

Since we have three types of players, the total number
of different such experiments is 6 (all different Player type
sequences). These experiments illustrate the overall picture
of the mechanism’s behavior against any sequence of Player
types. Due to space considerations we present only one (see
Figure 6) out of the 6 experiments here. As seen in Figure 6,
the on-line learning mechanism is able to recover from a
sudden change in the player’s strategy and quickly adapt to
the new environment by altering theDogs’ behavior. The
Dogs’ average performance values, obtained over 30 trials by
following the method presented in Section VI-A, at the end
of the experiment are 98.69 against RM (s2 = 0.04), 88.23
against EA (s2 = 0.37), and 79.59 against CB (s2 = 2.56).
The mechanism demonstrated a similar adaptive behavior
for all 6 different sequences of Player types, illustrating the
mechanism’s independence of the sequence of the changing
Player type.

Results obtained from this experiment provide evidence for
the mechanism’s ability to adapt to new playing strategies.
This fact makes the Dead End game far more interesting
and attractive for a human player as the on-line learning
mechanism produces opponents worth playing against.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

The Dead End predator/prey computer game is devised as an
interesting test-bed for studying the emergence of multi-agent
complex cooperative behaviors through evolutionary learning

mechanisms. We introduced an off-line learning mechanism,
from which effective predator behaviors have rapidly emerged.
In addition, we demonstrated the influence of the player’s
strategy on the generalization of opponents’ behaviors trained
off-line.

Predator strategies in predator/prey computer games are still
nowadays based on simple rules which make the game quite
predictable and, therefore, uninteresting — by the time the
player gains more experience and playing skills. A computer
game becomes interesting primarily when there is an on-
line interaction between the player and his opponents who
demonstrate interesting behaviors.

We saw that by using the proposed on-line learning mech-
anism, maximization of the individual simple distance mea-
sure (see (7)) coincides with maximization of the group
performance. However, investigation of the heterogeneity’s
contribution on these results constitutes an important step for
future work. Apart from being fairly robust, the proposed
mechanism demonstrates fast adaptation to different types of
Player (i.e. playing strategies). Therefore, we believe that such
a mechanism will be able to produce interesting interactive
opponents against even the most complex human playing
strategy.
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